
…a way to discover (your) nature 

Experience Cãlimani’ s nature 



face the husky winds…



marching in the snow…



climb up on the roof…



discover what’s beyond the mist…



feel its power…

be blessed by its wonders…



 lay down in the grass, smell and listen…



…taste nature…



…charge with energy…



…trail away…



…in the wide areas…



…of wilderness…



…be there...witness nature’s changes…



…the secrets of  its nature, wildlife, 
people and legends 

The 12 Apostles thematic trail 

Discover Cãlimani National Park!
take a sample tour on… 

A place to learn and discover…



Discover nature’s cycles…



Discover the volcano under your feet...



Discover man’s destructive nature… 

…and nature’s healing capacity 



nature’s wars with man’s nature… 



Discover the traditional life… 
…our grandparents' secrets of living in harmony with nature 



Learn about the secrets of  its living 
beauty

…in an interactive  way 



discover 
its wild treasures… 



…follow nature’s tracks... 



Or…

…our grand-parents’ ancient routes... 



...to nature’s sacred temples...



    …by horse or by feet...



…or by...

…unconventional
 means...



Get yourself ...

and your children
 
close to nature



The 12 Apostles thematic trail: a lesson about 
people and nature for children and adults

Discover yourself while discovering 
nature, expose yourself to nature and 
learn about your own nature…

Learn your children how to take
nature as it is, respect it  and live
with it

• One/two days walking or horse 
back riding guided tour
• Junior ranger educational camps 
(6 days)



You are welcome in any season!
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